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Conclave Cola

A popular and locally made soft drink in the NDC. It is a for the most part a normal cola recipe, but uses
local ingredients unique to Sirris VI, giving a unique taste.

Manufacturer: Black Wing Enterprises
Price: 1 DS

Overview

A refreshing beverage that comes in a variety of artificial flavors. The cola itself however is made entirely
from a recipe that uses only local ingredients. The supplementary flavors were added later for variety, as
well as for a boost to marketability of the product. It is a widely favored soft drink across the NDC's
domain.
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History

In YE 41, the NDC had finally rooted itself into the soil of Sirris VI. With this, the people began to develop
a culture and lifestyle all their own. One such facet of this, was local created food items, particularly in
terms of drinks. Thanks to the culinary curiosity of a local chemist and soft drink aficionado, this
anonymous benefactor formulated the recipe for a locally created cola made from ingredients found on
Sirris VI. The recipe was donated to the rising company called Black Wing Enterprises, which made the
drink commercially available.

Packaging

The Conclave Cola is stored in a sealed can made of durandium. The can is sealed at the top with a flap
of the material where it's been made to pop in when the tab is used to open. The outside of the can is
printed with the proper labeling as well as the logo of the product.

Flavors

Possible flavors available for the food item/ration

lemon
cherry
strawberry
vanilla
raspberry
regular

OOC Notes

Jack Pine created this article on 2019/03/04 09:58. This article uses the Food Item/Ration Template.

Conclave Cola image made by Jack Pine.

Approved by Syaoran on 3/26/2019

Products & Items Database
Product Categories drinks
Product Name Conclave Cola
Manufacturer Black Wing Enterprises
Year Released YE 41
Price (KS) 0.50 KS
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